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Methodology 
  

The methodology used in determining what issues affect the WYRD-FM listening area is a 

combination of interview, telephone, and personal contact with:  

  

  

1. The listening public (daily concerns)  

  

2. Government leaders and public officials  

  

3. Community leaders of the Upstate (volunteer and non-profit agencies)  

  

4. Upstate business leaders  

  

5. Area educators  

  

 

Public Affairs programming aired by WYRD-FM is designed to address the needs, concerns, 

problems and issues of the aforementioned individuals.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
3rd Quarter 2019 

  

  
 Public Trust in Media 

 Civil Unrest 

 Education Performance  

 High Taxation  

 Local Elections 

 National Elections 

 Health 

 Job Training  

 Illegal Immigration  

 National Security 

 Morality  

 Unemployment  

 Race Relations 

 Crime  

 Safe Driving  

 Tax appropriation  

 Government Corruption 

 Rule of Law 

 Law Enforcement 

 Gang Activity 

 Terrorism 

 Religious Freedom 

 Entertainment 

 Parenting 

 Drug Trafficking 

 Personal and Household Finances 

  

  



 

SPECIAL PROGRAMMING 

September 8, 2018 

I’m Listening – 7 AM – 8 AM 

 

On Sunday September 8, all Entercom radio stations marked the start of National Suicide 

Prevention Week with a special commercial-free broadcast of I’m Listening, a two-hour event 

dedicated to ending the stigma of talking about mental health. 

 

Listeners shared their story along with artists, athletes, and medical professionals, for an in-

depth conversation about mental health and suicide prevention. 

 

Mental health issues affect over 40-million Americans, with suicide being the second leading 

cause of death for people ages 10 to 34, regardless of race, religion, and sexual orientation. 

 

Listen as Lizzo, Shawn Mendes, Halsey, Disturbed, Blink-182, Solomon Thomas, Michael Ray, 

Korn, and many more join in the conversation about mental health. 

 

 
ENTERCOM ANNOUNCES “I’M LISTENING,” LIVE TWO-HOUR BROADCAST SPECIAL ON MENTAL 

HEALTH AWARENESS TO AIR ON ALL OF ITS STATIONS NATIONWIDE 

  

Lizzo, Shawn Mendes, Disturbed, Tegan and Sara, and More Join American Foundation for 

Suicide Prevention’s Dr. Christine Moutier to End the Stigma of Talking About Mental 

Health 

  

NFL Players Solomon Thomas and Chris Hubbard Also Help Kick Off National Suicide 

Prevention Week on Sunday, September 8 

  

 

 



 

PHILADELPHIA, PA – September 3, 2019 – Entercom, a leading media and entertainment 

company and one of the two largest radio broadcasters in the U.S., today announced a two-hour 

live, commercial-free broadcast special, “I’m Listening,” to raise awareness around mental 

health and mark the start of National Suicide Prevention Week. As part of its multiplatform 

yearlong “I’m Listening” campaign, the broadcast will air nationwide on Sunday, September 8 at 

7:00 a.m. across more than 235 stations and via each station’s livestream on RADIO.COM in their 

respective time zones. The yearlong campaign also includes suicide prevention PSAs, on-air 

promos and a dedicated website with information and resources to end the stigma around 

mental health discussions. 

  

“Mental health and suicide prevention are year-round initiatives at Entercom and we are doing 

our part to end the stigma by encouraging people to talk,” said Pat Paxton, Chief Programming 

Officer, Entercom. “Like millions of others, my family has been impacted by mental health 

issues and the effect it has on friends and families is devastating. ‘I’m Listening’ is when our 

vast network of radio stations and digital platforms unite on the same day, at the same time, to 

ultimately save lives. If we help just one person, our time will have been well spent.” 

  

BJ Shea, on-air personality for 99.9 KISW (KISW-FM) in Seattle, will lead the special along with 

Dr. Ursula Whiteside, Chief Executive Officer, NowMattersNow.org. The live show will include 

personal stories from musicians, celebrities, athletes and first responders as well as mental 

health professionals. The bands Blink-182, Disturbed, singer Halsey, singer, rapper and actress 

Lizzo, country music star Michael Ray, pop duo Tegan and Sara, singer and songwriter Shawn 

Mendes, and NFL players Solomon Thomas and Chris Hubbard will be among those participating. 

Guests will also include Chief Medical Officer Dr. Christine Moutier from The American 

Foundation for Suicide Prevention (AFSP). Listeners will have the opportunity to participate via 

live call-in and an interactive website. 

  

“I lost my sister Ella to suicide last year,” said Solomon Thomas, defensive end for the San 

Francisco 49ers. “As a survivor, I’ve not only suffered grief and guilt – but my own depression. 

Becoming a mental health advocate has allowed some of my healing, and I am honored to be 

part of Entercom’s ‘I’m Listening’ broadcast to help amplify why talking about mental health is 

important.” 

  

“The fact of the matter is, I do have people to talk to. But I get so sad sometimes I feel like 

there is nothing anyone can say,” said Lizzo candidly. “Nobody can walk inside of your body and 

fix your brain – not fix it, but change your brain around to feel things differently. By 

participating with ‘I’m Listening’ I hope that by sharing my feelings it will help everyone 

understand that it’s totally normal to have the lows with the highs – and sometimes asking for 

help is the first step.” 

  

“I think issues around identity and mental health are intrinsically linked,” said Sara Quin from 

Tegan and Sara while discussing double stigmas around mental health and discrimination in the 

LGBTQ community. “It makes sense to me now, that if I don’t talk about my feelings, I’m not 



 

going to feel well, I’m not going to be well. Through the work that we do with The Tegan and 

Sara Foundation, and some of the staggering statistics surrounding queer people and mental 

health, we hope that by talking about some of our experiences as young people, that it will 

encourage others to do the same.” 

  

In addition to the two-hour broadcast, Entercom LGBTQ+ talk radio network CHANNEL Q, 

available nationwide on RADIO.COM, will extend the programming during all of National Suicide 

Prevention Week. From September 9 through September 13, all shows on CHANNEL Q will 

feature segments on mental health and suicide prevention and will include personal narratives 

from celebrities as well as mental health professionals. 

  

“Thanks to Entercom for creating a space to talk about mental health and suicide prevention,” 

said Christine Moutier, Chief Medical Officer, The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. 

“Mental health conditions affect one in five people and we all experience challenges to our 

mental health. It’s time that we put as much attention on mental health as we do physical 

health. It’s my hope that by sharing real stories of hope, healing and recovery through ‘I’m 

Listening,’ we can help others feel empowered to share more authentically and support one 

another in opening up, reaching out for help and getting to treatment, if needed.” 

  

In addition to influential narratives from celebrity guests and medical expert interviews, the 

special will feature how to discuss mental health and suicide with family and friends, what all of 

us can do to prevent suicide, what to do if you or someone you know is struggling with 

depression, how to get involved in suicide prevention in your local community and where to go 

for help. 

  

According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), one in five or 46.6 million adults in 

America experience mental illness in a given year. Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death 

overall in the U.S., claiming the lives of over 47,000 people. More than 50 percent of people in 

the U.S. will be diagnosed with a mental illness or disorder at some point in their life. Mental 

health affects everyone regardless of culture, race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation. 

  

For more information about the campaign, please visit ImListening.org. Follow the conversation 

on Twitter and Instagram using the hashtag #ImListening. 

  

If someone you know is going through a crisis, please call the National Suicide Prevention 

Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255) or contact the Crisis Text Line by texting TALK to 741-741. 

 

 

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q3 – July, August, September 2019 

The Tara Show – Weekdays 6 AM – 10 AM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Monday 7/1/19: Trump meets with North Korea again; NK is a saber that China rattles at 
us; NK meeting with Trump is a peace overture from China; Portland police won’t defend 
the public from Antifa thugs; Elizabeth Warren calls on social media to silence criticism of 
Kamala Harris; Even leftist media outlets admitting that Democrats don’t want to talk 
about the economy; More ISIS fighters moving back to UK than ever before; Younger 
generations less tolerant of LGBTQWERTY people; Sweden offering teachers extra pay to 
teach in no-go zones (which they won’t acknowledge exist); Left becoming bolder is 
censoring and harassing conservatives; Liberals ignored treatment of illegals under Obama 
administration; Democrat policies lead to children kidnapped and sold as free tickets into 
the US  

 Tuesday 7/2/19: AOC repeats fake story that illegal alien detainees have to drink from 
toilets; Colin Kaepernick shames Nike into pulling Betsy Ross shoes because slavery; China 
giving Trump a NK win was to stroke his ego in trade negotiations; Democrats say crossing 
the border is dangerous but won’t warn illegal aliens away from it; Democrats won’t 
condemn Antifa attack on journalist Andy Ngo; US quietly becomes the largest oil 
producer in the world; Elected Democrats promise media reporters they will harass 
Donald Trump with lawfare; Dealing with crazy neighbors; Left praises Obama for historic 
visit to Cuba but slams Trump for historic visit to North Korea 

 Wednesday 7/3/19: Megan Rapinoe; Nike; Jeh Johnson testifies about immigrant kids in 
cages; Death of Woman from Car running into house in Seneca; Culture and Diversity; 
Antifa – Violence; China Tariffs; Trump DMZ - North Korea; Kim Jong Un; Betsy Ross Flag 

 Thursday 7/4/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Nike - Colin Kapernick - Nike Tax 
Incentives - Shoe Recall; Gun Bans - Gun Control; Power and Values - Greed around the 
world; 2nd Amendment; Sportsmanship – Headstart; World Cup Soccer - Equal Pay for 
Athletes; Kamala Harris (African American?) - Donald Trump Jr; Climate Change - 
California Climate Credits; NRA - donations and budgets; Our State Politicians - I Don't 
Trust Them; Gun Ownership Organizations - Your Proxy; Gun Control – Suppressors; FEMA 
Camps for Refugees; Cable TV Dilemma; EQUAL PAY - 2ND AMENDMENT; Gropey Joe 
Biden; Bump Stock Ban 

 Friday 7/5/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Homophobia - Ocasio-Cortez; California 
Medical Coverage for Illegals; Beto O'Rourke - Homeless Immigrants; Unwed Mothers - 
Racial Statistics; Licking Blue Bell; False Traffic Tickets Issued; 2nd Amendment - Gun 
Free Zone - Las Vegas; Parsons Suing Gun Manufacturers; Trump 4th of July Parade; Ava 
Martinez - Cortez Impersonations; Frederica - Ocasio-Cortez - Internet Providers (no good 
choice); Madison WI – shooting; Forced Disarmament and Confiscation – NRA; Big 
Companies Charitable Contributions; Obama - Universal Background Checks; Concealed 
Carry Permit - Yes or No? 

 Monday 7/8/19: Performance of US Women’s World Cup team was disgraceful; Women’s 
World Cup as an exhibit in the gender pay debate; The Left’s assault on the American 
flag; Nike dissing the country as a marketing strategy; Culture is stronger than race; FBI 
may entice Jeffrey Epstein to implicate Trump; Trump economy continues to thrive 
despite Media’s attempts to hinder it; Woman carjacks victim using a snake; Venezuela a 



 

continuing lesson in the horrors of socialism; How the American Revolution was a 
revolution of thought; Real Clear Investigations determines Mueller had no proof Russians 
hacked DNC server 

 Tuesday 7/9/19: New York “greenlight” driver’s license law makes US citizenship a 
burden; Whether college is worth it; 2 in 3 Americans regret getting college degrees; 
Citizenship question on US census; Jeh Johnson scolds fellow Democrats for open borders 
position; Interview with Numbers USA’s Chris Chmielenski – New work visa bill being 
forced through Congress supported by William Timmons and Ralph Norman; European 
countries aren’t the allies of freedom that they used to be; Liberals send death threats to 
8-year-old girl and her family for AOC impression; The popularity of Stranger Things 

 Wednesday 7/10/19: California using funds from Obamacare fines to pay for free 
healthcare for illegal aliens; Deadly roads in SC; Snake carjacker given low bond of $25k; 
Federal judge issues 23-page rebuke to Robert Mueller and DOJ for lying about Russian 
hacking; Predicting the collapse of the Democrat Party; Starbucks apologizes for kicking 
out cops on 4th of July; Megan Rapinoe’s reasons for her disdain of America make no 
sense; Crazy AOC supporters criticize Holocaust museum for refusing to condemn 
immigration detention centers; Woman dies falling on metal drinking straw in first 
plastic-straw-ban-related death; Harvard law professor says Christians should be treated 
like Nazis while Colorado professor advocates punching Trump supporters; Ice cream 
licking trend building steam 

 Thursday 7/11/19: Bill giving companies incentives to hire foreign workers over Americans 
passes House; Trump should fire Alex Acosta over Jeffrey Epstein plea deal; Media jumps 
on Mitch McConnell’s genealogy of slave ownership but ignores Kamala Harris’s; Interview 
with Dana Perino – 8th anniversary of The Five on Fox News Channel; Greenville School 
District denies culpability in sexual abuse of middle schooler; The normalization of 
lawfare; Federal Reserve reverses rate hikes; Trump’s tariff’s on China having positive 
effects for American economy; Media jumps on Mitch McConnell’s genealogy of slave 
ownership but ignores Kamala Harris’s; Democrats attempt to pin Jeffrey Epstein to 
Trump; Facebook policy prohibits threats of violence and death except against 
“dangerous individuals” like conservatives; Bernie Sanders tries to turn the census 
citizenship question into a racial issue; California using funds from Obamacare fines to 
pay for free healthcare for illegal aliens 

 Friday 7/12/19: Video displays abhorrent vitriolic behavior by the USWNT; AOC chief of 
staff Chakrabarti admits the Green New Deal is about controlling the economy (not 
climate change); Second social media execution in Greenville in a month; Trend of licking 
things and putting them back growing; Choosing between public schooling and home 
schooling; Bernie Sanders tries to turn the census citizenship question into a racial issue; 
Nancy Pelosi explains why she won’t secure the border; Democrats want American 
citizens to pay for illegal aliens’ healthcare; Obama removing citizenship question from 
census is what was radical; Miley Cyrus won’t breed because of climate change; Feud 
between AOC and Pelosi growing; Jaelene Hinkle removed from USWNT for her Christian 
beliefs; Mexico gun homicide rate 3 times that of the US despite having strict gun control  

 Monday 7/15/19: Media predictably misrepresents Trump’s comment directed at 
Democrat representatives; Jennifer Lopez incorrectly assumes USWNT player is gay; Anti-
ICE protesters in Colorado tear down American flag and replace it with Mexican flag; 
Baltimore mayor refuses to cooperate with ICE enforcing deportation orders; ICE 
deportations today just like the ones during Obama admin; AOC and Nancy Pelosi don’t 
understand federal immigration law; AOC chief of staff and Nazi sympathizer Chakrabarti 



 

basically writing the Democrat Party platform; Male athletes competing in women’s 
sports committing gender appropriation; American Psychological Association promoting 
non-monogamous relationships as a lifestyle choice; Fighting abnormality; Judge Alex 
Kinlaw won’t keep unrepentant drunk father Nicholas Adams behind bars; Biden says he 
“respects no borders” in campaign speech 

 Tuesday 7/16/19: Why Trump is defending controversial tweets; Offensive comments are 
actually a calculated strategy by Trump to attract swing voters; Media blackout on left-
wing terrorist attacks which Democrats won’t condemn; The Second US Civil War; Joe 
Biden says under his healthcare plan “if you like your doctor you can keep your doctor”; 
Trump’s tariffs on China winning as Tara predicted; Federal Facebook fine designed to 
keep social media on the side of the Left 

 Wednesday 7/17/19: Nancy Pelosi gets away with lying and personal attacks on the House 
floor; Antifa is a terrorist organization claiming martyrs now; Republicans won’t condemn 
lawbreaking either because of money; Antifa is the armed wing of the Democrat Party; 
Illegal alien group blocks entrance to ICE headquarters; Media blackout on left-wing 
terrorist attacks which Democrats won’t condemn; Planned Parenthood president 
removed for not acknowledging that men can have abortions; Congress thinks censuring 
Trump is more important than the business of the American people; The Squad (as they’re 
being called) are beyond criticism; Inflammatory Democrat rhetoric directly influencing 
violence; Liberals claim Gadsden flag is racist symbol; The Left’s effort to purge national 
symbols is right out of Communist China’s playbook; Insincere accusations of racism; Huge 
LA gang bust shows cartel crime is spilling over the border 

 Thursday 7/18/19: Polls show people not buying the Left’s accusations of racism against 
Trump; 1 in 3 Democrats believe any disagreement with a person of color is racist; Even 
Democrats admit Trump won fight over the Squad; Why you should be worried about Chris 
Pratt; Democrats trying to turn American into a third world country; Rat infestation in 
California; AOC’s Squad condemns ICE for enforcing federal immigration law; House votes 
not to impeach Trump; Robert Epstein blows the whistle on big tech companies colluding 
to influence election results 

 Friday 7/19/19: Hypocritical Media blame Trump for chanting at rally but won’t blame 
AOC for terrorist attack on ICE facility; Bernie Sanders is doing socialism wrong; Iran 
hurting and ready to talk under Trump sanctions; Justice Kennedy’s right to self-identity 
is the foundation of forced speech; Huge arrest of barbaric MS-13 gang members; Things 
are going so well all liberals have to worry about are fringe issues; Kamala Harris has no 
idea how to pay for socialized medicine; Court purges laws regarding public drunkenness; 
Husband chore chart; Antifa praises violence against conservatives; Ilhan Omar at risk of 
losing citizenship and being deported for breaking immigration law; Media keeps liberals 
uninformed so they are manipulable; Jeffrey Epstein co-founded the Clinton Foundation; 
David Duke endorsed Ilhan Omar months ago and she hasn’t renounced him 

 Monday 7/22/19: Media overreporting hot weather in July; Democrats pander to fringe 
trans community by announcing their preferred gender pronouns, and Elizabeth Warren 
gets called out by lesbian activist for it; Bernie Sanders’ campaign staff cut after 
demanding $15 an hour (just as predicted by the CBO); Liberal media finding fault with 
socialized medicine plans floated by Dem candidates; Journalist who talked with Julian 
Assange right before 2016 election reported Russia didn’t hack DNC; Democrat says we 
need illegal immigration because Americans aren’t populating fast enough; Bank of 
America cuts off funding avenues for private prison companies; Angel mom silenced on 
Twitter for criticizing open borders proponents; Providing context for the “send her back” 



 

chant; 50th anniversary of USA landing men on the moon and what it means for space 
exploration; Breakdown of civilization in Los Angeles as typhus and plague infestations 
rise; John Kerry is the reason Iran is a problem right now; So many unsolved murders 
means a lot of killers are walking around; Race relations improve under Trump despite 
MSM efforts to the contrary 

 Tuesday 7/23/19: Trump campaign makes over $200k selling plastic straws; Mueller 
testimony is a huge taxpayer-funded dog and pony show to reelect Democrats; New 
report say James Comey used a covert agent to spy on Trump’s White House; Different 
parenting tactics for different children; Trump still struggling against judicial insanity 
over border issues; Whistleblowers say DNA testing of illegal aliens isn’t really happening; 
Doctors don’t know what they’re talking about; Thank God Chris Pratt stood strong; 
Mainstream Media’s concerted effort to portray Trump and his supporters as white 
supremacists; Congress thinks the Tea Party is dead as they completely ignore fiscal 
responsibility; Polling shows moderate Democrats turned off by Party’s open borders 
stance; Whether Ilhan Omar married her brother to commit immigration fraud 

 Wednesday 7/24/19: What to expect from the Mueller testimony dog-and-pony show; 
Baby Shark used to drive away homeless; Polling shows even liberals don’t support the 
Democrat agenda and Trump is likely to win reelection; Progressives melt down over 
Ivanka Trump’s white dog; Ilhan Omar berates Muslim reporter for asking her to condemn 
female genital mutilation; Ted Cruz asks Director Chris Wray why FBI isn’t investigating 
Antifa terrorism; Mueller hearing under way with a bunch of lying and obfuscation (as 
expected)  

 Thursday 7/25/19: Ilhan Omar calls for surveillance of white men; Mueller hearings were 
disastrous for Democrats 

 Friday 7/26/19: The crux of the difficult spot Mueller was in; The dual cultures in 
America; Tara’s fear of sharks; No Russian hacking of election machines or databases; 
Leftist media’s hysteria over perceived Russian election interference actually detrimental 
to liberal voting bloc; Ilhan Omar wants to surveil white men but not condemn female 
genital mutilation; Nancy Pelosi still thinks Trump is being blackmailed by Putin; The 
horrors of sanctuary cities; Bill Barr blocking FOIA requests for James Comey’s diary; 
Liberals want to force parents to get sex changes for their children; The economy isn’t 
bad like the MSM wants you to believe it is; The disaster of the Mueller hearings; Jeffrey 
Epstein’s attempted involuntary suicide 

 Monday 7/29/19: The galling hypocrisy of the Left; Dems complain about racism of 
Trump’s non-racists tweets about the district Elijah Cummings represents; Liberal 
privilege allows ignoring actual racism; Senator Ron Wyden escorts illegal alien into 
America; Former FBI Deputy Director talks about how chilling the Mueller hearings and 
the Deep State are; 16-year-old wins $3 million becoming Fortnite tournament champion; 
The problem with underlings writing the Mueller report; Another baby-hot-car death that 
parents say was an accident; Liberal media outlets trying to scare their viewers about 
unfair elections 

 Tuesday 7/30/19: Liberal news outlets call Mitch McConnell a Russian asset; Liberal media 
outlets trying to scare their viewers about unfair elections; Baltimore once had the worst 
murder rate in America ever; College education has jumped the shark as parents scam the 
student loan system; Common Core math in SC schools; Hong Kong protesters wave 
American flags while begging Trump for support; Two ISIS terrorists arrested at Texas 
airport; Turns out Trump was right about corruption in Puerto Rico; Trump chipping away 
at the effectiveness of the Left’s accusations of racism; Liberal media outlets trying to 



 

scare their viewers about unfair elections; Apple admits virtual assistant Siri frequently 
activates and records inadvertently; Selfish funeral home employee wants to violate dress 
code over identity politics; Greenville County deputy-involved shooting bodycam footage 
released; Media stirs up animus against black woman who documented terrible living 
conditions in Baltimore 

 Wednesday 7/31/19: Analysis of Democrat debate; Dems trying to out-socialist each other 
and purge moderates from the Party; Mainstream Media panicking at how quickly Dems 
moved to the Left; Dems can’t explain socialized medicine without massive tax increases; 
Consumer confidence headed for all-time high in another sign of Trump’s robust 
economy; Democrats desperate to wreck Trump’s economy; Federal judge throws out 
DNC lawsuit against Trump for lack of evidence; Trump chipping away at the 
effectiveness of the Left’s accusations of racism; What the Dems left out of the debate; 
How Baltimore wound up the way it is; Democrats care more about open borders than 
protecting children; Rand Paul vs. The Squad illustrates the Left’s double standard; 
Waiting for the facts in Greenville County deputy-involved shooting; Kohlhepp convinces 
journalists of several murders he got away with  

 Thursday 8/1/19: Polls show not many people support Democrats’ favorite agenda items; 
Strength of Trump’s economy indicated by record high numbers; Tulsi Gabbard calls out 
Kamala Harris for hypocrisy on marijuana; Employee compensation outpaced corporate 
profits over 4 to 1; Liberals claiming the word “infested” is racist; Media lies about 
Trump’s involvement with 9/11 aftermath; Google bans Tulsi Gabbard from running 
campaign ads; Censorship and search manipulation by tech giants amounts to in-kind 
campaign contributions to Democrats; DCCC purged upper management for being too 
white; Democrats being more honest than ever about their socialist agenda; Whether 
James Comey will be prosecuted for his crimes 

 Friday 8/2/19: Mainstream Media panicking at how far and how fast Dems moved to the 
Left; What happens under socialized medicine; Democrats no longer concerned with the 
growth of the country; Prosecuting James Comey; Democrats don’t make much sense with 
economic plans; Trump tosses more tariffs at China; FBI thinks conspiracy theorists who 
believe in the Deep State are more dangerous than Antifa; Back to school rackets like tax-
free weekend and socialist school supplies; Kamala Harris campaign blames Russians for 
Tulsi Gabbard; Tax Foundation analysis indicates Democrats have no idea how to fund 
single payer healthcare; Real election threat is from China instead of Russia; Interview 
with Hardball host Chris Matthews – Democrats gleefully moving further left than can 
actually win 

 Monday 8/5/19: Democrats instantly politicize rampage murders in El Paso and Dayton; 
Media tries to blame shooting on Trump despite shooter’s support for socialism and 
Elizabeth Warren; What can be done legislatively to prevent mass shootings; Most people 
don’t know that gun murders have decreased since the 1990s; FBI focused more on 
conspiracy theorists who believe in the Deep State instead of Antifa violence; FBI knew 
Trump didn’t collude with Russians and investigated him anyway to cover up crimes 
committed by other government officials; Liberals claiming the word “infested” is racist 
is backfiring 

 Tuesday 8/6/19: Lindsey Graham describes how Red Flag gun laws would work; Dems 
force NYT to change headline from a true and accurate one to one more critical of 
Trump; FBI worried people will become violent if they learn of actual conspiracies, 
crimes, and cover-ups committed by the Deep State; Numerous recent rampage shooters 
have a thread of Nazism and AOC’s eco-fascism in their manifestos; ACLU cases prevent 



 

committing unstable people who become mass murderers; Ilhan Omar retweets terrible 
joke about Rand Paul being attacked after he has part of his lung removed; Dems blaming 
Trump for shootings in attempt to take immigration issue away from him; Interview with 
attorney Edwin Walker – Assessment of Red Flag laws; Liberal protesters outside Mitch 
McConnell’s house call for his assassination; Chinese currency manipulation in response to 
Trump’s tariffs 

 Wednesday 8/7/19: Liberal protesters outside Mitch McConnell’s house call for his 
assassination; Dems bully NYT to change headline from a true and accurate one to one 
more critical of Trump; Brother of presidential candidate Julian Castro doxxes Trump 
donors in his district; Parents’ hopes and dreams for their children; Media and tech giants 
scrub El Paso shooter’s manifesto from the internet so they can tell lies about it; 
President Obama’s rhetoric fomented ambush attacks that got police killed but the MSM 
never blamed him for it; LA Times reports half of deported asylum seekers are returning 
to their country of origin; Anderson Cooper gives Joe Biden a pass on eulogizing KKK 
leader less than a decade ago; The overreach of Red Flag laws and federalization of 
medical records; Democrats blame Trump for shootings and violence without evidence; 
MSNBC host claims Trump wants to “exterminate Latinos”; Democrat candidates attempt 
to codify censorship by calling for “free speech regulations” on social media; Chinese 
currency manipulation in response to Trump’s tariffs; Congress doesn’t understand free 
trade; El Paso shooter confesses to FBI that Dem offer of free healthcare to illegals 
pushed him over the edge; Trump disinvited to El Paso so Democrats can criticize him for 
not coming 

 Thursday 8/8/19: CHILDREN’S MIRACLE NETWORK RADIOTHON TO BENEFIT PRISMA HEALTH 
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL UPSTATE; DONATE BY TEXTING “RADIOCARES” TO 91999 OR BY 
CALLING 877-719-5437; Former FBI Asst Director pushes bizarre theory that Trump is 
sending coded messages to Nazis through the TV; Mitch McConnell Twitter account 
suspended for reposting video of violent protesters outside his house; Dan Bishop accused 
of racism for calling opponent a “socialist clown”; Mitch McConnell Twitter account 
suspended for reposting video of violent protesters outside his house; Democrats trying to 
silence Republicans with accusations of racism and violence; Polls show voters want a 
president who will strengthen borders instead of opening them; Movie ‘The Hunt’ is a 
satire involving liberal elites hunting Trump supporters 

 Friday 8/9/19: CHILDREN’S MIRACLE NETWORK RADIOTHON TO BENEFIT PRISMA HEALTH 
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL UPSTATE; DONATE BY TEXTING “RADIOCARES” TO 91999 OR BY 
CALLING 877-719-5437; Greenville Deputy cleared of wrongdoing by department over 
medical alert shooting; Mitch McConnell outraged at social media censorship he did 
nothing about; Facebook merging with government in Europe to become an official 
department of censorship; Democrat hypocrisy over Alt-Left violence; Tommy Lee issues 
hateful screed of what liberals will do to conservatives if they beat Trump 

 Monday 8/12/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: The slippery slope of red flag laws; Polls 
are not to be trusted; Dems in a panic because gaffe machine Gropey Joe Biden is their 
frontrunner; Lindsey Graham’s support for red flag laws; The questionable circumstances 
of the death of Jeffery Epstein; Sanctuary cities are bastions of filth, drugs, and 
infection; The Left loves to blame the Right for the acts of leftists; The progress of 
liberalism could lead to a bloody civil war  

 Tuesday 8/13/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: The country’s fascination with the 
death of Jeffrey Epstein; Rampage killings and red flag laws; Venezuela’s authoritarian 
socialism; Politicizing the mundane; Open discourse versus censorship; The effects of 



 

gang involvement in America; Schiff and Nadler have decided what Bob Mueller really 
meant; Democrats fixation on removing Trump from office; The Trump family’s support of 
the 2nd Amendment; The beginnings of gun ownership 

 Wednesday 8/14/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: The massive shift to the left of the 
Democrat Party; Liberals’ assault on the historical nature of the 2nd Amendment; The 
cheese-eating surrender monkeys of France capitulate to Muslim terrorists; The Left’s 
obsession with race and calling opponents racist; Crackdown on government benefits for 
immigrants; Antifa are domestic terrorists and Democrats are behind them; Liberals 
despair that Trump is enforcing laws regarding green cards; Another ICE office shot at; 
Protecting the right to own guns; The Left’s bully tactics against the press and 
conservatives; Guns and the Supreme Court; Democrats going after body armor as well as 
guns; Media pushing white supremacy narrative; What a militia is; Victims of red flag 
laws; 2nd Amendment audit after shootings are a bad idea; Staying legal while carrying 

 Thursday 8/15/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Kamala Harris fires off at the mouth 
about gun control without knowing what she’s talking about; The racist background of red 
flag laws, mental health, and rampage killings; Trump uses Chris Cuomo to illustrate 
flaws in red flag laws; Philadelphia police assailed by protesters during gunfight with 
violent criminal; Liberal authoritarianism; Civil asset forfeiture; Leftist went to Walmart 
and asked for a gun “that could kill 200 people”; What life would be like without 
electricity; Millennial triggered over spelling ‘hamster’ wrong; Evolution of the English 
language; Hunting story involving bears and stupidity; Liberals inciting violence 

 Friday 8/16/19: The suspiciousness of Jeffrey Epstein’s death; FOIA documents show 
agreement between FBI and Hillary to avoid investigating her crimes and even cover them 
up for her; Compulsive liar Joe Biden claims he was Vice-President during the Parkland 
shooting in 2018; Leftist media trying to talk down the economy again; The three stages 
of authoritarian regimes coming to power; Liberals threaten to kill the family of El Paso 
shooting victim for meeting with Donald Trump; Israel allows Rashida Tlaib to visit after 
she backs off boycott position; Back to school traffic coming; Texting and driving and 
cops on laptops 

 Monday 8/19/19: Horn-tooting Tara as double STAR Award winner; Trump won NFL 
kneeling debate as they hire Jay-Z and dropkick Colin Kaepernick; Trump’s most popular 
policies are the ones most hated by the Left; NYT plans out the next 2 years of its 
reporting in admission that it publishes propaganda; NTY wants to change the history of 
America’s founding; Media leaving out details of Omar and Tlaib being denied entry to 
Israel; Officials can’t justify violent illegal alien sex offender’s release from prison in 
sanctuary city Charlotte; Can’t measure Trump’s economy using traditional methods; 
Clashes between Alt-Left and Alt-Right groups in Portland, OR resemble the beginnings of 
a civil war; No outrage from media over Democrat candidate staging mock assassination 
of Trump; MSM finally (and quietly) gets around to reporting the leftist bent of El Paso 
and Dayton mass murderers 

 Tuesday 8/20/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: The profit of non-profits; The Left’s 
hoax of climate change is fantastic; What the 2nd Amendment protects; Nobodies lash out 
at Heidi Klum for posting topless photos on social media; Congress passes resolutions 
prohibiting criticism of Islam; Mexican president Obrador wants to extradite El Paso 
rampage killer to be tried in Mexico; Antifa’s violence; Dems’ ridiculous position of 
defending Islam’s war on Israel while also wanting to visit Israel; Antifa’s violence betrays 
the socialist authoritarian need for war; Eco-warriors don’t actually want the renewable 
energy we’ve got; Abuse of Florida’s red flag laws; Trump’s style is less important than 



 

his results; Leftists should visit the real America; Gun confiscation has no feasible 
logistical implementation 

 Wednesday 8/21/19: First day of school in Greenville and everything that comes with it; 
I-85 Gateway project nearing completion; MSM finally starting to admit El Paso and 
Dayton rampage killers were motivated by leftist ideologies; Don’t freak out about 
Trump’s gun law proposals; Trump issues new guidelines to keep asylum-seekers in 
detention until their pleas are heard; DOE suggests 78 as minimum thermostat setting 
during the day (and 82 at night); Progressives want to rewrite the history of America’s 
founding to 1619; Parenting middle schoolers  

 Thursday 8/22/19: Obama illegally suspended DNA collection from illegal aliens in order 
to permit violent criminals into the US; Democrats outraged that Trump’s policy keeps 
families together after being outraged they were separated; The economy isn’t playing 
along with MSM narrative that a recession is coming; Democrat candidates can’t survive 
running on enforcing the law; MSM’s desperate lies to convince people of racism; Spiders 
are angry over climate change; Dems continue to prop Biden up despite catastrophic 
gaffes; Media shifting narrative from Russia to racism 

 Friday 8/23/19: Former Overstock.com CEO Patrick Byrne tells bizarre story of Deep State 
coercion; Belton cop badgers disabled man in wheelchair after he asked the officer to 
shut the bathroom door; Federal arrests of non-citizens now account for nearly two thirds 
of all federal arrests; New details come out about Greenville County Deputy-involved 
shooting in Simpsonville; Gillette’s toxic masculinity ad the latest example of “get woke, 
go broke” after $12B loss; Sleaze Andrew McCabe hired by CNN; Billionaire Republican 
donor David Koch dies at 79; Obama illegally suspended DNA collection from illegal aliens 
in order to permit violent criminals into the US 

 Monday 8/26/19: Trump winning trade war as China capitulates; Feds arrested more 
Mexican nationals than Americans in 2018; Over 200 miles of border wall built; Millennials 
more concerned with self-fulfillment than God or family; Media outlets make up stories 
about black freshman Congresswoman receiving racist threats; NBC admits homosexuality 
is a choice (and that women are choosing it more frequently); Climate “scientist” who 
introduced hockey stick graph pays court costs of man who accused him of lying rather 
than produce the data behind his conclusion; New York Times blames Trump for the anti-
Semitism of its own editor in incredible hypocritical display of double standard; CNN hired 
anti-Trump insurance policy creator Andrew McCabe despite grand jury investigation; CNN 
commentator says Trump will be responsible for millions more deaths than Hitler and 
Stalin; Cornell University AI finds the most racist language comes from minorities 

 Tuesday 8/27/19: SC 29th hardest working state but 44th richest; Greenville County 
Schools participating in national socialist school supplies scam; Greenville trying to fund 
huge plan to bypass Woodruff Road; Greenville News without evidence launches new 
narrative that mass murderers are targeting minorities; Only 22% of Democrats support 
Medicare for All scheme touted by nearly every candidate; New York Times blames Trump 
for the anti-Semitism of its own editor in incredible hypocritical display of double 
standard; People literally dying for a selfie; Trump’s trade war replaced Obamatrade (and 
Trump is winning); Now is the time to bring China’s economy to its knees; Lindsay Graham 
sounds like Tara on trade war with China; Media cherry picking information about Amazon 
rainforest fires to make it sound worse than it is; USCRN weather stations show no 
warming for the 15 years they’ve been measuring; More liberal violence against Trump 
supporters; Things looking bad for Joe Biden 



 

 Wednesday 8/28/19: Andrew Yang and Bernie Sanders argue over universal income; NYC 
wants to do away with special classes for gifted students; Releasing violent illegal alien 
criminals because of sanctuary policies; Democrats want to steal elections by counting 
illegal aliens in the Census; The Left’s priority of “truth” over facts make it more difficult 
to determine what is real; Democrats don’t want DHS funding rerouted to Border Patrol; 
Dems want to raid savings and 401ks to fund socialist agenda; The Pantaleo Effect results 
in fewer arrests because departments won’t back up even exonerated officers; The 
injustice of Red Flag laws; Lindsey Graham backing Trump on tariffs; Gaffe-master Joe 
Biden back in form 

 Thursday 8/29/19: MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell retracts outlandish and unverified story 
about Russian oligarchs funding Trump projects because he’s broke; The hoax of climate 
change; NOAA study shows USCRN weather stations record no warming for the 15 years 
they’ve been measuring; Listen to the award-winning Tara Show on Radio.com; Media 
trashed teenage girl for drunk driving despite exculpatory evidence; Whether Andrew 
McCabe gets charged with his crimes will determine whether we live in a banana 
republic; Media continues to ignore leftist violence against conservatives; Christians 
genocided in Iraq on Obama’s watch; Beto O’Rourke’s campaign bans Breitbart reporter 
Joel Pollak; Dems want to raid savings and 401ks to fund socialist agenda; DHS bars 
Democrat staffers from visiting border facilities because of their constant lawbreaking 

 Friday 8/30/19: IG report on James Comey exonerates Trump more than anyone; Dems’ 
next border proposal is for the UN to run immigration; James Comey should go down for 
perjury instead of leaking classified info; Jeffrey Epstein’s suicide becoming increasingly 
unlikely; Young people forsaking jeans for jeggings; Men taking over women’s sports as 
transgender athletes; Joe Biden’s compulsive lying makes him the easiest opponent for 
Trump to beat; Best time of your life; Canadian PM tweets her hope for Hurricane Dorian 
to hit Mar-a-lago; Anti-Semitic editor at the New York Times; Transgender model now the 
face of Chanel 

 Monday 9/2/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Whether Car Insurance Is A Scam; Odessa 
TX Shooting; Labor Day Trivia/History; Red Flag Orders; New York Carry Permits; Jose 
Zurate Aquittal; Trump Working with Congress to stop Mass Shootings; Accuracy of Polls; 
Testings for Mental health/Red Flag Orders; 3-D printing Guns; Limited Government; 
Indians Red Flag Law; Gun sales/waiting periods 

 Tuesday 9/3/19: Hurricane Dorian demonstrates the fallacy of global warming 
predictions; James Comey used the power and authority of the FBI to persecute Trump 
for political reasons; Comparing men and women’s memories; Trump’s economy raising 
all boats and swaying traditionally Democrat voters; Increasing numbers of men overly 
cautious around women in the workplace following Me Too movement; Democrat calls for 
open borders and gun control don’t mix; China and Mexico happy to supply banned guns 
and gun parts on the black market; Red flag laws violate due process; Marine involuntarily 
committed for threatening to retaliate against Antifa; No gay gene; Tara blew the 
Christmas budget on Disney World vacation; Marijuana legalization can’t compete with 
the black market; New York Times cautions readers that polls are not reliable 

 Wednesday 9/4/19: Hurricane hype and crying wolf over storms like Dorian will get 
people killed when the big one hits; Walmart curtailing gun and ammo sales in knee-jerk 
reaction to rampage killings; Teen loses sight due to malnutrition from eating only junk 
food; Trump building the border wall despite media reporting he isn’t; China’s populace 
not going along with Commies’ trade war with US as auto sales rise; Study determines 
there is no gay gene; The Left is doing everything possible to facilitate a recession; 



 

Federal Reserve making decisions based on politics not economics; Criticizing rapists is 
now racist according to liberals; Joe Biden says people should only get one bullet; 
Professor exposes the scam of feminist studies courses in college with hoax papers that 
got published; Liberals getting triggered by red clothing because it might be associated 
with Trump  

 Thursday 9/5/19: Charleston predictably flooding as Hurricane Dorian moves past; Dems 
describe their far-out environmental plans during climate change debate; AOC’s Squad 
members raising bail money for Antifa thugs arrested for attacking cops at Straight Pride 
parade; Money doesn’t buy happiness but does relieve misery; Sickest immigrants coming 
to America after Democrats offer free healthcare 

 Friday 9/6/19: Dems want to ban a lot of stuff but have no plans to replace it; Iranians 
caught attempting to bomb Washington DC but Obama let them off the hook; San 
Francisco declares NRA a terrorist organization; Sanctuary areas going further to defend 
and protect violent illegal alien criminals; Climate changers haven’t bothered to update 
their lies in 30 years 

 Monday 9/9/19: James Clyburn admits the Democrat Party wouldn’t support the Bill of 
Rights as an amendment to the Constitution today; Trump’s economy results in rising 
wages and historically low unemployment; Democrats two-faced on diverting funds for 
the Wall and healthcare for illegal aliens; Elizabeth Warren promises to wipe out millions 
of jobs and the vast majority of energy generation with no plan to replace them; Rifle-
related deaths trail behind other mundane threats; Robber charged with murder after his 
accomplices were shot during break-in; Mark Sanford announces primary challenge to 
Trump; John Ratliffe withdraws from DNI nomination over Deep State threats 

 Tuesday 9/10/19: NC District 9 ripe for election fraud; Federal judge oversteps his 
authority to stop Trump’s immigration plans from working; Taking naps reduces risk of 
heart disease; School neglects background check on illegal alien who sexually assaulted 
little girls; Beto O’Rourke thinks people will be happy to give up their AR-15s; Selfish 
people don’t move out of the way for ambulances; John Ratliffe withdraws from DNI 
nomination over Deep State threats; Trump needs to stop arguing over banalities and 
focus on beating the Democrats; Groupon for medical tests cheaper than insurance  

 Wednesday 9/11/19: Remembering 9/11; Good riddance to John Bolton; Bush's rules of 
engagement got US soldiers killed; Ratliffe withdraws DNI nomination over Deep State 
threats; Dems want to reverse the prosperity women and minorities have gained in the 
Trump economy; 9/11 was an immigration catastrophe; Why we're still in Afghanistan; 
National security apparatchiks want Trump to accept more potentially dangerous 
refugees; Dual justice tug-of-war over immigration in the 9th Circuit; 8 illegal alien 
rapists arrested in Montgomery County, MD in last few weeks; Media freaking out over 
Bolton firing despite never having liked him before; Trump getting out of Iraq and 
Afghanistan; Republican Dan Bishop wins special election in NC; Democrats don't believe 
in the policies they espouse; Greenville News outraged that people who get government 
benefits are required to work 

 Thursday 9/12/19: Trump administration gets monumental win in Supreme Court over 
immigration policy authority; Things people regret; Media leaving out the truth that links 
vaping deaths in order to generate hysteria; CNN makes up numbers and ignores facts to 
“prove” right-wingers kill more people in US than Islamic terrorists; Greenville News 
outraged that people who get government benefits are required to work; Alyssa Milano 
admits she owns guns after begging lawmakers to take guns from people; Beto wants to 
tell people where they can live; Coal miners’ union worried about Democrats assault on 



 

their industry; Chinese losing investments from American companies; Wild rye and how to 
survive when the EMP hits; Dems want to wipe out millions of jobs and the vast majority 
of energy generation with no plan to replace them 

 Friday 9/13/19: Why Democrats should be worried about Dan Bishop’s win in NC; Trump’s 
rising tide lifts minority boats along with the rest of them; Democrats’ desire to put 
minorities back into poverty betrays them as the true white supremacists; Andrew 
McCabe might be charged… maybe; Whether justice is fundamentally corrupt in America 
and how it relates to protests in Hong Kong; The Democrat policing policy is to take your 
guns and open the jails; Thinking through Joe Biden’s proposal not to jail nonviolent 
offenders; Dems promise to confiscate “excess wealth” from people making more than 
$100k; SC Rep. Joe Cunningham’s wife complains about Obamacare and what it doesn’t 
cover; Alyssa Milano admits not only owning guns but also suffering from mental illness 

 Monday 9/16/19: New allegations against Brett Kavanaugh already debunked by authors 
who made them; The Left is desperate as Trump remakes the 9th Circuit; Americans 
purging debt as their collective credit scores go higher; Government buried actual health 
data in order to give people incorrect advice; Import prices drop as a result of Trump’s 
tariffs as Tara predicted; False accusations from liberals against Kavanaugh are a form of 
blackmail; Joe Biden’s dubious encounter with “Corn Pop” at a public pool; CBO 2016 
projection of employment rates staggeringly underestimated Trump’s economy; The 
reason teachers are leaving isn’t the money; Why the UAW members are striking; More 
Dems offering more money to more people to buy votes; ICE rescues illegal alien sex 
offender from being lost in the desert; Liberal hypocrites on sexual assault 

 Tuesday 9/17/19: How Trump could win New Mexico; David Axelrod and Eric Holder (of 
all people) tell Democrats to knock off the open borders talk; FBI leak was the source on 
the new fake allegations against Kavanaugh (just like the coup against Trump); Don’t 
make big decisions on an empty stomach; NYT accusations against Kavanaugh were so 
fake MSNBC couldn’t believe them; Democrat candidates call for Kavanaugh’s 
impeachment over fake allegations; How to deal with pregnant women; NYT editor 
blamed for glaring omissions in article accusing Kavanaugh; Left claims middle class is 
shrinking but leave out that they’re moving up instead of down; Democrats won’t 
acknowledge absence of global warming; Trump’s energy independence has fulfilled 
decades-old Democrat promise of “no blood for oil”; Two British bloggers imprisoned 
after going to Iran to show how nice they are; UK ban on using dogs and cats as food 
struck down to avoid offending Asian subcultures 

 Wednesday 9/18/19: The real Kavanaugh story is how the FBI colluded with the NYT to 
intimidate a sitting Supreme Court justice; Parents keeping track of their kids; Media 
avoiding the marijuana angle in recent vaping deaths; Banning plastic straws doesn’t help 
and is the tip of a very slippery slope; Navy acknowledges veracity of leaked UFO videos; 
ICE fortifying facilities against Antifa attacks; Leftists love guns as long as they’re used 
against conservatives; Joe Biden has a plan to put 720 million women to work in America 
through tax credits; California policies actually make mass shootings more likely 

 Thursday 9/19/19: Iran and liberals baiting Trump into military action; Federal 
government buried good health advice and promoted bad ideas for decades; Navy 
acknowledges veracity of leaked UFO videos; Inspector General Horowitz recommends 
prosecution of James Comey; Democrats shoot down inclusion of gang members in red 
flag laws; Navy acknowledges veracity of leaked UFO videos; 80% of women and children 
raped on trek from Mexico Democrats don’t care about violent illegal aliens; Joe Biden 
has a plan to put 720 million women to work in America through tax credits; Liberals 



 

continue to try to create a recession despite Trump’s strong economy; Corey 
Lewandowski makes the Democrats look like idiots; NYT conducts fecal habit research so 
they can blame poop shaming on patriarchy; Increasing number of teens report anxiety 
over global warming fears; 50 years’ worth of liberal predictions proven wrong; FBI and 
CIA attempted to entrap Trump in Russian business deal; The dubiousness of new 
accusations against Kavanaugh 

 Friday 9/20/19: Media ignoring THC link while they blow the vaping story out of 
proportion; Whistleblower story just the latest Deep State attempt to get rid of Trump; 
50 years’ worth of liberal predictions proven wrong; Whistle blown on Trump because he 
asked Ukraine to investigate Joe Biden for bribing their former president; Beto widens 
stance on gun confiscation; Harvard Harris poll shows Dems will have to lie about their 
agenda to get it passed; Democrat candidates continue to avoid talking about how they 
will pay for all the free stuff they promise; Krystal Ball tells Bill Maher the Russia 
investigation went too far; Couples who know how to argue are more happily married 

 Monday 9/23/19: Media grossly misreporting Ukraine bribery story to cover for Joe Biden; 
The Left’s plan to make meat unaffordable for lower and middle class families; Whether 
English should be the official language of the US; Democrats haven’t changed their global 
warming talking points in decades and have given up citing sources; Ben Carson criticized 
for suggesting men might exploit transgender loopholes to infiltrate women’s shelters; 
Media continues to ignore THC correlation in vaping disease cases; More anti-Semitic 
vitriol from the New York Times; New liberal tactic of “de-growth” suggests that 
increased economic activity is bad for the environment; 6-year-old arrested for violent 
outburst at school 

 Tuesday 9/24/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Democrat hypocrisy on red flag laws is 
blinding; Vaping deaths stories overhyped by media; UN Human Rights Council and how 
Venezuela sucks at the moment; What the Democrats want to impeach Trump for this 
week; The liberal assault on the 2nd Amendment; Politicians parrot fake news because 
they don’t do their research; Constitutional carry in SC; Whistleblower didn’t actually 
hear Trump’s phone call; Why Beto’s gun control measures won’t work; Liberals upset 
about portrayal of violent Mexican gang members in new Rambo movie; Liberal War on 
Truth; Left changing the goalposts on climate change because their predictions have been 
so wrong; Local police on how to prevent large-scale shootings in public 

 Wednesday 9/25/19: TARA IN DC AT FAIR RALLY: Pelosi leads effort to impeach Trump; 
Impeachment effort bringing Joe Biden’s crimes to light; Interview with NBPC President 
Brandon Judd – What it’s really like on the border and Trump’s immigration reforms; 
Interview with Chris Chmielenski, Deputy Director of Numbers USA – Immigration trends 
changing and review of detention facility tour; Interview with Ira Mehlman, FAIR Media 
Director – Current problems with immigration; Interview with RJ Hauman, FAIR 
Government Relations Director – Trump’s progress on immigration reform despite 
obstruction from Democrats; Interview with SC 3rd District Rep. Jeff Duncan – Pelosi’s 
impeachment push, immigration reform, and vaping hype; Interview with NBPC Chapter 
President Art del Cueto – What it’s really like on the border; Outrage as Tony Podesta 
investigation ends with no charges; Interview with Election Integrity Commission Vice-
Chair Kris Kobach – Extent of voter fraud in America and the We Build The Wall movement  

 Thursday 9/26/19: TARA IN DC AT FAIR RALLY: Trump phone transcript reveals the DNC 
server allegedly hacked by Russians is in Ukraine; Trump working on massive trade deal 
with Japan; Interview with retired INS agent Mike Cutler – Terrorism and border security; 
Interview with Michelle Root – Daughter was killed by illegal alien drunk driver under 



 

outrageous Obama policy; Interview with Jessica Vaughn of the Center for Immigration 
Studies – Visa program amounts to indentured servitude that preclude hiring Americans; 
Interview with the inimitable Diamond and Silk – Supporting Trump through the Dems’ 
hypocrisy because of his economic success; Avoiding TPP was perhaps the best thing 
about Trump’s presidency; Interview with former White House Press Secretary Sean 
Spicer – What his appearance on DWTS means for American society vs. the liberal elite; 
Interview with US Rep. Louie Gohmert – Democrat meltdown over Trump transcript hurts 
foreign relations; Innocence of transcript is a huge embarrassment for MSM; Interview 
with Steven Camarota with Center for Immigration Studies – The biggest issues in the 
immigration debate 

 Friday 9/27/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: How we got to Democrats trying to 
impeach Donald Trump; Mainstream media passing off editorializing as news; Mayor of 
Columbia and homemade firearms; Climate change and overpopulation; The 
inconsistencies of climate change; Whether Hillary might still enter the 2020 race; 
Elizabeth Warren wants to confiscate your retirement fund 

 Monday 9/30/19: Democrats try to expand free healthcare for illegal aliens ahead of 
American citizens; Democrats’ contempt for American citizens is palpable; New York 
commission decides calling illegal aliens “illegal aliens” is unlawful; Ukraine 
whistleblower report doesn’t match released transcript and betrays political frame job; 
Estonia making people sit in time out for speeding violations; Desperate Democrats try to 
preempt exposure of Deep State by AG Bill Barr; The remarkable story of George 
Washington; Interview with Stephen Moore of the Heritage Foundation – the uranium crisis 
in America; Lizzie Warren’s threat to ban US energy independence; Leftist “cancel 
culture” strikes out at Joker director for not preemptively condemning the NRA for mass 
murders that haven’t happened yet 
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MON  7/1 HOUR 1 POLITICS  

                          HOUR 2 POLITICS 

TUES    7/2 HOUR 1 TRUMP  

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

WED 7/3 HOUR 1 INDEPENDENCE DAY      

                           HOUR 2 INDEPENDENCE DAY 

THUR   7/4   HOUR 1 FOX SPECIALS 

                           HOUR 2 FOX SPECIALS 

FRI 7/5  HOUR 1 TRUMP  

                           HOUR 2 TRUMP 

MON    7/8 HOUR 1 INTERVIEW WITH JOHN TAMNEY 

                          HOUR 2 EPSTEIN TRIAL 

TUES 7/9 HOUR 1 EPSTEIN DENIALS  

                          HOUR 2 ICE CREAM LICKERS 

WED    7/10 HOUR 1 BOB JOHNSON ON DEMS 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

THUR 7/11   HOUR 1 EPSTEIN 

                          HOUR 2 EPSTEIN 

FRI 7/12   HOUR 1 ACOSTA QUITS  

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH STEVE CROSBY 

MON 7/15 HOUR 1 IRS, TRUMP 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 



 

TUES 7/16   HOUR 1 A ROSS PEROT STORY 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

WED 7/17   HOUR 1  TRUMP 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

THU 7/18 HOUR 1 TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 TRUMP 

FRI 7/19 HOUR 1 TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 FAITH FOCUS FRIDAY 

MON 7/22 HOUR 1 RACE RELATIONS 

  HOUR 2 TRUMP 

TUES  7/23 HOUR 1 DEMS VS REPUBLICANS 

  HOUR 2 DEMS VS REPUBLICANS 

WED 7/24 HOUR 1 MUELLER 

  HOUR 2 MUELLER 

THURS  7/25 HOUR 1 MUELLER 

  HOUR 2 GOVERNMENT SPENDING 

FRI 7/26 HOUR 1 GOVERNMENT SPENDING 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH WAYNE JACOBSON 

MON  7/29 HOUR 1 BALTIMORE 

  HOUR 2 TRUMP 

TUES  7/30 HOUR 1 RACE RELATIONS 

  HOUR 2 RACE RELATIONS 

WED 7/31 HOUR 1 DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 

  HOUR 2 DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 

THUR   8/1 HOUR 1 DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 

                          HOUR 2 CAROLINA PANTHERS 

  



 

FRI  8/2 HOUR 1 BEST OF  

                          HOUR 2 BEST OF 

MON  8/5   HOUR 1 SHOOTINGS 

                          HOUR 2 SHOOTINGS 

TUES    8/6 HOUR 1 SHOOTINGS  

                          HOUR 2 GUN CONTROL 

WED 8/7   HOUR 1 TRUMP      

                           HOUR 2 TRUMP 

THUR   8/8   HOUR 1 RADIOTHON 

                           HOUR 2 RADIOTHON 

FRI 8/9  HOUR 1 RADIOTHON  

                           HOUR 2 RADIOTHON 

MON   8/12 HOUR 1 EPSTEIN SUICIDE 

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH JEFF DUNCAN 

TUES 8/13 HOUR 1 IMMIGRATION  

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH THOMAS MASSIE 

WED    8/14 HOUR 1 HONG KONG 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

THUR 8/15   HOUR 1 EPSTEIN 

                          HOUR 2 TRUMP 

FRI 8/16   HOUR 1 BEST OF  

                          HOUR 2 BEST OF 

MON 8/19 HOUR 1 AMERICAN CULTURE 

                          HOUR 2 2020 ELECTION 

TUES 8/20   HOUR 1 ILLEGALS 

                          HOUR 2 ILLEGALS 

  



 

WED 8/21   HOUR 1  ILLEGALS 

                          HOUR 2 ILLEGALS 

THU 8/22 HOUR 1 GREEN NEW DEAL 

  HOUR 2 GREEN NEW DEAL 

FRI 8/23 HOUR 1 TARIFFS 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH BRANDT HANSON 

MON 8/26 HOUR 1 SNOWFLAKE CULTURE 

  HOUR 2 2020 ELECTION 

TUES  8/27 HOUR 1 POLITICS 

  HOUR 2 RACE RELATION 

WED 8/28 HOUR 1 FAMILIES 

  HOUR 2 FLYING 

THURS  8/29 HOUR 1 ELECTIONS 

  HOUR 2 ELECTIONS 

FRI 8/30 HOUR 1 JOE BIDEN 

  HOUR 2 POLITICS 

MON  9/2   HOUR 1 FOX SPECIALS 

                          HOUR 2 FOX SPECIALS 

TUES    9/3 HOUR 1 POLICE  

                          HOUR 2 POLICE 

WED 9/4   HOUR 1 GUNS      

                           HOUR 2 WALMART 

THUR   9/5   HOUR 1 HURRICANE DORIAN 

                           HOUR 2 HURRICANE DORIAN 

FRI 9/6  HOUR 1 BEST OF   

                           HOUR 2 BEST OF 

  



 

MON    9/9 HOUR 1 ELECTION 

                          HOUR 2 ELECTION 

TUES 9/10 HOUR 1 ELECTION  

                          HOUR 2 TERROR 

WED    9/11 HOUR 1 9/11 

                          HOUR 2 9/11 

THUR 9/12   HOUR 1 IMPEACHMENT 

                          HOUR 2 IMPEACHMENT 

FRI 9/13   HOUR 1 DEMOCRATIC DEBATE  

                          HOUR 2 FAITH FOCUS FRIDAY 

MON 9/16 HOUR 1 OIL 

                          HOUR 2 ROCK LEGENDS DYING 

TUES 9/17   HOUR 1 POLITICS 

                          HOUR 2 POLITICS 

WED 9/18   HOUR 1  SAUDI ARABIA 

                          HOUR 2 CAM NEWTON 

THU 9/19 HOUR 1 RACE RELATIONS 

  HOUR 2 JUSTIN TRUDEAU 

FRI 9/20 HOUR 1 GUNS 

  HOUR 2 IRAN 

MON 9/23 HOUR 1 IMPEACHMENT 

  HOUR 2 IMPEACHMENT 

TUES  9/24 HOUR 1 TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH SETH POWELL 

WED 9/25 HOUR 1 TRUMP TRANSCRIPT 

  HOUR 2 TRUMP TRANSCRIPT 

  



 

THURS  9/26 HOUR 1 IMPEACHMENT 

  HOUR 2 IMPEACHMENT 

FRI 9/27 HOUR 1 TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 TRUMP 

MON 9/30 HOUR 1 GAY ADOPTION, IMPEACHMENT 

  HOUR 2 CLIMATE CHANGE 
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6-28 

gas tax; missing girl in utah found; dem debate 

 
7-1 

bullet background check in ca; antifa hacks; self defense;  lethal force; cwp;2020 
dems 

 
7-2 

trup tax returns; aoc at border; nike betsy ross shoe; seal gallagher not guilty;  
 

7-3 
immigration bond hearings; nike; census questions;  

 
7-4 

july 4th; 6.4 quake in ca; what founding fathers think now?; fireworks; flags of 
history; eagle vs turkey 

 

7-5 
trump's salute to america recap; census questions; intrest rates; mueller 

testimony 
 

7-8 
trump's salute to america; jeffery epstein; nike; 2020 dems; biden; immigration 

numbers; boneheads 
 

7-9 
ross perot dies; epstein; tax returns; 2020 dems; tuesdays with timmons; trump 

can't block twitter users; boneheads; storm area 51 
 

7-10 
seth rich death investigation; epstein; good news; dave schwartz on sc; uswst; 

2020 dems; border; yes or bs; boneheads 
 

7-11 

census questions; dem vs dem; drew mskissick talks 2020 dems in sc; ice raids; 
cnn ratings; epstein; boneheads 

 
  



 

7-12 

ca earthquakes; moneypenny; alex acosta resigns; epstein; census; bob barr talks 
mueller; border; boneheads; biden 

 
7-15 

hardee indicted; trump's tweets; blaire ellis talks rally; amazon prime days; good 
news; storm area 51; yes or bs; boneheads 

 
7-16 

trump vs the odd squad; mark sanford for prez?; pelosi; biden; boneheads;  
 

7-17 
mollie hemingwaymmingway and carrie severine on "justice on trial"; trumps 

tweets; odd squad; dave schwartz talks hardee; racism in politics; gun control; 
prince charles on climate change; boneheads 

 

7-18 
racism in politics; democratic socialism; coffee shamming; being offended; sexism 

in america; census 
 

7-19 
right vs left views; the squad; racism in politics; mueller banking; trump; secure 

act; oil tankers; guns 
 

7-22 
trump vs squad; ny times best sellers list; boneheads; climate change; space stuff 

we use 
 

7-23 
squad; minn wage; omar; mueller testimony; good news; boneheads; pelosi; 

amazing true facts; most grossing movies adjusted 

 
7-24 

mueller testimony; russian ties; dave schwartz talks hardee; google; boneheads 
 

7-25 
mueller testimony; drew mckissick talks mueller; epstein found unconcious; good 

news; the squad; boneheads 
 

7-26 
mueller; pelosi vs aoc; 2020 race; boneheads 

 
  



 

7-29 

tega cay movement; baltimore rattiest city; forgiving student loans; amazing true 
facts; racism in america; bonheads; omar's marriages  

 
7-30 

racism; mueller; shootings in gun free zones; baltimore; antifa; city murder rates; 
2020 ; gun control 

 
7-31 

dem debate recap; dave schwartz talks sc gov and roads; mueller; good news; 
national mutt day; boneheads; comey; amazing true facts 

 
8-1 

dem debate 2 recap; drew mckissick talks debate; immigration; gillette; comey; 
boneheads;  

 

8-2 
dems; michelle obama; born citizenship; jobs report; china trade; climate change; 

debate; good news; malaysia flight 370; women in saudi arabia; amazing true 
facts; boneheads 

 
8-5 

mass shootings 
 

8-6 
shootings; lack of virtue; gun rights; media blackout; red flag law; amazing true 

facts; yes or bs; lindsey; boneheads 
 

8-7 
dems; numerology; red flag laws; gun violence; dave schwartz talks gun control; 

media; looney left; boneheads 

 
8-8 & 8-9 

radiothon 
 

8-12 
epstein suicide; red flag laws;  

 
8-13 

immigration; education-honor classes; 2020 dems; epstein lindsey 
 

8-14 
gun rights; assault weapons; red flag laws; 202 voting; biden 

 



 

8-15 

israel; dems; tax plans; unions; deaf driving; net worth of candidates 
 

8-16 
gun rights; mental health; va; red flag laws; woodstock; epstein;  

 
8-19 

bob's bday; biden; liz harrington talks biden; intrest rate changes; israel and 
omar; epstein; amazing true facts; red falg laws; boneheads 

 
8-20 

national radio day; epstein; polling data; 2020 dems; storm area 51; boneheads; 
amazing true facts; where do you set your ac?; good news 

 
8-21 

biden ; sc not naming roads after living people; dave schwartz talks hardee; yes 

or bs; trump on immigration, china, denmark, debt and veterans; cong jeff duncan 
talk ffb; red flag laws; boneheads; storm area 51 

 
8-22 

belton and tr police troubles; hardee refused bond; drew mckissick talks gop and 
ffb; amazing true facts 

 
8-23 

mark sanford; ca new terms for law breakers; liz harrington talks bernie; mcccabe 
on cnn; amazing true facts; gillette; boneheads 

 
8-26 

hurricane watch; bobbie on location ffb;  
 

8-27 

spa water; mark sanford; mayor pete; biden; dems traveling; weather; boneheads 
 

8-28 
biden; clemson; dave schwartz talks roads; dem debate; boneheads 

 
8-29 

hurricane; biden; aoc; bloopers; boneheads;  
 

9-2 
labor day; hurricane dorian; red flag laws; mustard or catsup; wrose jobs you've 

had 
 
  



 

9-3 

walmart gun and ammo sells; gun control; red flag laws; chick fil a; giving the 
names of shooters 

 
9-4 

va and bibles; being offended; the wall; cwp; gun rights 
 

9-5 
hurricane dorian; trump; red flag laws; dems; impeachment talks;  

 
9-6 

trump and daca; vaping; smoking; money for wall; 202 dem ages; upper age 
limit? 

 
9-9 

computer issues; cnn; climate change; biden; sanford; amazing true facts; nfl; 

ring doorbell and police; light bulbs; boneheads 
 

9-10 
cia russia spying moles; waters of america; economy; schools; gun control; 

nascar; shumer; amazing true facts; google bias against trump; boneheads 
 

9-11 
9-11 remembered; dave schwartz talks not naming roads after politicans; amazing 

true facts; pets more important than kids; boneheads 
 

9-12 
bobbie mcfacts; media coverage of 9-11 remembrance; dem debate; drew 

mckissick talks debate; no gop primary; biden; amazing true facts; cannibalism; 
immigration; boneheads 

 

9-13 
dem debate; panthers; cam newton; nfl ;jessie jane duff talks debate; fri 13th fun 

facts; amazing true facts; boneheads 
 

9-16 
biden; corn pop; saudi arabia oil field attack; kavanaugh impeachment?; amazing 

true facts; michelle obama tickets; boneheads 
 

9-17 
lewandowski hearing; bobbie mcfacts; kavanaugh; saudi oil; drone warfare; good 

news; constitution day; timmons talks hot buttons of politics; micheal joyce talks 
2020 dems; amazing true facts; boneheads 

 



 

9-18 

journalism now vs then; national cheeseburger day; biden; kavanaugh; dave 
schwartz talks scdot lost money; attack on trump; amazing true facts; slavery; 

2020 dems; boneheads; poll number of dems 
 

9-19 
hardee's name removed from road; spying on trump; biden; drew mckissick talks 

candidates in sc; climate change; fbi; terrorism; storm area 51; amazing true 
facts; boneheads; colt stops ar15 production 

 
9-20 

what if trump loses?; climate change; blue ridge high flag; gun grabs; 
whistleblower; vaping; economy;  

 
9-23 

bobbie mcfacts; trump-biden-ukraine; climate change; knives in uk; good news; 

yes or bs; amazing true facts; speaking english; bonheads 
 

9-24 
ar15 ammo; impeach trump?; whistleblower; pelosi; amazing true facts;  

 
9-25 

5g; trump-ukraine-biden-transcript; dave schwartz talks spending and roads; one 
hit wonders; impeachment; jeff duncan talks impeachment; boneheads 

 
9-26 

tr curtis loftis talks unclaimed money; impeachment; drew mckissick talks politics; 
whistleblower; transcript; greta; boneheads 

 
9-27 

norbert heuser talks 5g; whistleblower; doj; trump; ukraine; climate change; 

impeachment 
 


